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• In this report, IDG covers digital games sales that are 
not covered by the main retail tracking services

• All digital gaming revenue is categorized into one of the 
following three platforms: mobile devices (including 
tablets), gaming consoles, or PCs

• Europe encompasses all countries in Western, Central 
and Eastern Europe

• Asia only includes China, Hong Kong, South Korea and 
Japan

• Rest of World territories include Canada, Latin America, 
Southeast Asia, Africa, India, Middle East, Australia/ 
New Zealand

I D G ’ S  D I G I T A L  C A T E G O R I E S
MOBILE
Gaming revenues derived from mobile phones and tablets

DIGITAL CONSOLE
Gaming revenues derived from console and handheld online networks

DIGITAL PC
Gaming revenues for PC-based games that do not include a retail-based transaction

iOS Android

RPG MOBA

MSFT XBL Sony PSN Nintendo Network

FPS Casual Other

• In developing its digital gaming forecast, IDG leverages and triangulates among as many primary resources as possible, including
company earnings reports and industry channel checks with key stakeholders for market intelligence across publishers, platform 
holders, manufacturers, retailers and other contacts. Secondarily, IDG considers information available from digital data tracking 
services as well as other analyst research for validation purposes. 

• Forecast figures in charts have been rounded to the nearest $10M for numbers >$10M and to the nearest $1M for figures <$10M
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• IDG estimates the global digital gaming market will reach $128 billion in revenue for 2018 
and grow to $165 billion by 2022
 Mobile is expected to drive the bulk of this revenue with 56% market share in 2022, versus Digital 

PC with 30% and Digital Console with 14%
• DLC/Virtual Goods are estimated to generate the vast majority of this revenue across all 

segments and territories, growing at a 5-year Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 
8% to reach $128 billion in 2022
 Full Game Downloads are expected to a grow at a 7% CAGR to reach $18 billion in 2022, with 

Digital PC taking 59% market share of this monetization scheme
• Asia remains the largest digital gaming market with 48% market share in 2018, followed by 

the United States with 22%, Europe with 18%, and Rest of World with 12%
 However, RoW territories are estimated to see the largest growth, growing at a 5-year CAGR of 

16% to reach $27 billion in 2022



MOBILE
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MOBILE SEGMENT SNAPSHOT

* Mobile games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – MOBILE 
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• Due to their insignificance in the overall mobile games market and a lack of clear data 
points to responsibly forecast on, IDG no longer tracks Other OS and Feature Phones
 This streamline is intended to improve IDG’s ability to forecast iOS and Android markets, which 

are the most relevant for the vast majority of mobile game developers and publishers
• Q1 proved to be another strong quarter for mobile gaming, with IDG raising 2018’s 

expected year-over-year growth rates primarily in Western markets
 The US’s 2018 growth rate was moved up from 7% y/y to 14% y/y to reach $12.8 billion, while 

Europe’s moved up from 21% y/y to 26% y/y to reach $7.3 billion
• In terms of market share, iOS maintained its lead in the US and Asia, but Android is 

expected to extend its lead in Europe and RoW territories
 IDG boosted RoW’s Android market share across all segments, growing from 54% share 

against iOS in 2018 and climbing to 61% share by 2022
• Overall, the mobile gaming market is estimated to have generated $58.5 billion in 2017 

and is expected to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 9% to reach $92.1 billion by 2022
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – LOCATION-BASED GAMES
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• Investment in location-based gaming is on the rise nearly 2 years after the release of Pokémon GO
 Google announced the release of its Maps platform for games, which will include an SDK for Unity that allows 

developers to customize and create gameplay around real-world locations
• The opening up of the Google Maps platform for games won’t necessarily result in a blue ocean of 

new opportunities for developers interested in location-based AR games, as first-mover advantage 
has already been claimed by developers who began working on these types of games long ago
 Google’s announcement came shortly after the announcement of several new soon-to-release games already 

powered by Google Maps—including Jurassic World Alive and The Walking Dead: Our World, among others
• IDG believes Niantic will continue to hold the greatest competitive advantage when it comes to the 

location-based AR games market, due to its wealth of data and experience gained from operating 
first Ingress and then Pokémon GO
 Its latest location-based AR title is Harry Potter: Wizards Unite, which will release later this year
 Niantic CEO John Hanke has hinted that the company wants to explore using their game data to build rich AR 

maps for use as a platform for other third-party developers
• Nevertheless, location-based AR games are likely to continue attracting investments and interest

 Supercell recently took a minority stake in a new games studio, Shipyard Games, which is working on a 
location-based mobile game of its own
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – NARRATIVE GAMES
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• Another area of the mobile gaming market that is heating up is the narrative-based games subgenre 
 A few of the leading developers in the narrative-based games market include Pocket Gems (Episode), 

Pixelberry (Choices: Stories You Play, High School Story, and Hollywood U: Rising Stars), and 1492 Studio 
(Is It Love? series)

 The narrative-based games subgenre usually showcases a romance-themed storyline and leverages 
cliffhanger chapter endings with limitations on the free daily chapter allowance to entice users to pay for 
faster progression through an addictive storyline

 One of the appeals of the narrative-based games is that it taps into the underserved female gaming 
demographic

 Currently, narrative-based mobile games are popular primarily in Western markets, yet would clearly be an 
appealing subgenre for Asian audiences as well, as dating sims is a popular genre in many of these markets

• Recent events that highlight the growing appeal of the narrative-based subgenre include:
 Nexon acquired Pixelberry at the end of 2017 with the goal of releasing Choices to Asian markets
 Ubisoft acquired 1492 Studio in Q1’18
 Also in Q1’18, FoxNext opened a new development studio in San Francisco dedicated to making narrative-

based games based on Fox’s catalog of IP
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – BATTLE ROYALE REVISITED
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• The mobile platform is the latest battleground for the Battle Royale genre. In March 2018 
alone, three major contenders (Epic Games, Tencent and Netease) launched their Battle 
Royale games on mobile.
 Epic released Fortnite on iOS, with a planned Android version coming later

▲ The title saw 11 million downloads by the end of Q1, though it was invite-only for much of that period
▲ One of Fortnite’s key competitive advantages is that it allows opt-in cross-platform play, progression, 

and purchases across mobile, console, and PC with one exception—Xbox One and PS4 players cannot 
play with each other

 Tencent released PUBG Mobile on iOS and Android devices in multiple regions worldwide
▲ The title saw roughly 66 million downloads across iOS and Google Play by the end of Q1, and this figure 

doesn’t even include Chinese Android app stores
▲ PUBG Mobile allows cross-platform play across iOS and Android, but not with PC or Xbox One

 One very interesting item of note is that Tencent owns a 40% stake in Epic Games, which 
makes PUBG’s #1 competitor, Fortnite. In fact, in April 2018, Tencent invested ¥100 CNY to 
support Fortnite’s official launch in China on PC. 

▲ This strategy of supporting two leading competitors in a narrow market is a classic Tencent move and 
one of the company’s keys to success
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – BATTLE ROYALE (CONT’D)
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• Though it is still early days, Fortnite on mobile is reportedly showing stronger monetization 
potential than PUBG Mobile outside of China
 Sensor Tower estimated that PUBG Mobile generated $1 million across iOS and Android outside of 

China during its first week with monetization enabled, compared to Fortnite’s estimated $3.7 million 
in mobile revenue from its first week outside of China on just iOS devices during an invite-only 
period

▲ Sensor Tower later went on to estimate that Fortnite generated $50 million in its first two months on the 
market (including China)

 Tencent only recently added monetization to PUBG Mobile, with the title currently relying heavily on 
loot boxes for cosmetic items (which often drop common duplicate items)

▲ On the other hand, Epic is supporting Fortnite with seasonal battle passes, limited-time costumes, and 
other enticing in-game items that can be purchased outright without randomization mechanics

▲ It is yet unclear how PUBG’s loot box strategy is performing in Chinese Android markets, but it appears that 
Fortnite’s live services approach is showing strong momentum for markets outside of China 

• Along with cross-platform play, another of Fortnite’s key competitive advantages is that a 
player’s purchases and progression carry over to the PC or console version of the game, 
giving mobile players more reason to feel invested and subsequently spend in the game
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – BATTLE ROYALE (CONT’D)
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• NetEase also released a Battle Royale game on mobile in March 2018—Fortcraft was 
released in beta on iOS and Android devices
 Fortcraft is in fact NetEase’s 4th mobile game in the Battle Royale genre and features a more 

cartoony art style—clearly modeled after Fortnite—while its prior titles, including Knives Out, 
Rules of Survival, and Survivor Royale, had a more realistic art style in the vein of PUBG

▲ In fact, PUBG Corp recently filed a lawsuit against NetEase, claiming it cloned its game
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Knives Out Survivor Royale* Rules of Survival

NetEase Battle Royale Title* Revenue – iOS LTD 
thru Q1’18

Rest of World

China

• NetEase’s initial releases had the advantage 
of being first-to-market within the mobile 
Battle Royale space, but nevertheless their 
traction outside of China has been lackluster
 With both PUBG and Fortnite competing on 

mobile with significantly more brand 
awareness and existing fanbases in Western 
markets, it seems unlikely that any of 
NetEase’s Battle Royale games will garner 
more than ancillary share outside of China *There are no revenue estimates for Fortcraft yet since it is still in beta

**Survivor Royale is a version of Knives Out developed specifically for Western markets, but it has failed to 
gain traction thus far
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – FB INSTANT GAMES
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• Q1’18 saw Facebook’s Instant Games platform open to all developers, after being in 
closed beta since November 2016
 Instant Games allow Facebook users to play games in their Messenger conversations or in their 

News Feeds on both mobile and PC devices
 About 1 month after Instant Games officially launched, the number of available games more 

than doubled from fewer than 200 games to over 500 games (as of end of April 2018)
 Some of the most popular Instant Games titles have millions of players—in April 2018, 45 titles 

had more than 1 million players
• In May, Facebook announced that it would roll out in-app purchases for Instant Games 

for Facebook.com and Android, but iOS has yet to be confirmed
 On Facebook.com, the company will take its typical 30% platform fee for all in-game purchases
 On Android, Facebook will take a 30% cut AFTER Google Play takes it own 30% platform fee, 

making the opportunity far less enticing for prospective developers
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – FB INSTANT GAMES (CONT’D)
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• The monetization opportunity of Instant Games remains a question mark as the pros and cons of the 
Instant Games platform seem to balance each other out:

 Relatively uncrowded and quickly growing market
 Chat apps as an app category are one of the 

fastest growing and also becoming one of the most 
used, while the games category has been 
declining in number of sessions over the past few 
years

 User retention and engagement have high natural 
potential, as games are played with real-life friends

 In contrast to the early days when Facebook 
essentially squashed its own monstrous gaming 
scene, this time around Facebook seems fully 
onboard with growing the Instant Games market

x Developers will see less than half of in-app 
purchase revenue on Android after both Google 
and Facebook’s platform fees

x Low monetization rates so far
x Minimal curation of games at the moment
x Little virality
x Few user re-engagement tools
x HTML5 is the only coding option, and it is not the 

optimal mobile gaming language for many 
developers

P R O S C O N S
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – OTHER CHAT APP GAMES
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• Facebook isn’t the only company that sees chat app games as the next big opportunity. 
• WeChat rolled out in-app “mini-games” at the end of 2017

 The service started out with just 17 games, most of which are owned by Tencent
 The mini-games are actually a subset of WeChat’s overarching “mini program,” which features 

over 500K programs spanning retail, ecommerce and even government services, all operating 
from within the WeChat app

 Given Tencent’s track record and the level of support it is throwing behind the “mini program,” 
IDG believes WeChat mini-games have interesting potential

• Snapchat has also been ramping up its games offering
 In Q1’18, Snapchat’s parent company Snap Inc acquired PlayCanvas, which owns an open-

source engine for creating browser games (including Facebook Instant Games)
 A month later, Snapchat released Snappables, an AR game that leverages the Lens Studio AR 

dev tool that the company had released in Q4’17
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – CORE UP, CASUAL DOWN
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• There is evidence to suggest that the mobile games market is becoming increasingly 
“core” at the global level, shifting away from casual or mass market games
 Flurry reported that in the past year, the average number of gaming sessions declined 16% y/y 

(after a 15% y/y decrease the year prior), while time/revenue spent on mobile games reached 
historic highs

▲ This suggests that the types of games being played require greater engagement and attract more 
dedicated players, as opposed to the more accessible and “snackable” content mobile gaming content 
that had been favored in earlier years

 In its 2017 mobile app report, Comscore’s findings support the thesis that the mobile gaming 
market is becoming more “core”

▲ Games dropped from the #3 most used app category (by time spent) in 2016 with 12% share, to the #4 
rank in 2017 with 10%—it was overtaken by the Multimedia category

▲ The percentage of mobile users who downloaded an average of 0 apps per month grew from 49% in 
2016 to 51% in 2017, which ComScore posits is a sign that the market has reached “peak app”—in 
other words, most users are no longer seeking out new apps anymore

▲ In light of the fact mobile gaming revenue is higher than ever, IDG interprets this data to mean that a 
decreasing proportion of the smartphone userbase is playing games—but the segment of mobile 
gamers that have left the market are more likely to be casual rather than core gamers
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MOBILE INSIGHTS – SUPERCELL IN DECLINE
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• Underscoring the increasingly competitive 
nature of the mobile games market, Q1’18 was 
the first quarter in several years that both of 
Supercell’s seemingly evergreen Clash games 
did not rank in IDG’s quarterly top titles charts 
for App Store and Google Play 
 Among Clash of Clans and Clash Royale’s top 5 

countries, Japan is the only market that did not 
see significant quarterly declines in revenue in 
the past year

• The core mobile gaming market seems more 
greatly impacted by the cutthroat competition 
than the casual gaming market, as older 
casual titles such as Candy Crush Saga are 
still holding on to their top ranks
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Title Publisher Release

Honor of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey NetEase Feb. 2015

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Candy Crush Saga King Apr. 2012

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

QQ Speed Tencent Dec. 2017

Chu Liuxiang Netease Apr. 2018

Global Top Games
Title Publisher Release

Candy Crush Saga King Apr. 2012

ROBLOX Roblox May 2011

Candy Crush Soda Saga King Aug. 2014

US Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Honor of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey NetEase Feb. 2015

QQ Speed Tencent Dec. 2017

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

Puzzle & Dragons Netmarble Aug. 2017

China Top Games

Japan Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from 
paid downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined
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GOOGLE PLAY TOP GAMES & PUBLISHERS – Q1’18
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Title Publisher Release

Lineage M NCsoft Jun. 2017

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Candy Crush Saga King Nov. 2012

Pokémon GO Niantic Jul. 2016

Lineage II Revolution Netmarble Dec. 2016

Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle Bandai Namco Jul. 2015

Global Top Games
Title Publisher Release

Candy Crush Saga King Nov. 2012

Candy Crush Soda Saga King Aug. 2014

Slotomania Playtika Dec. 2011

US Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Lineage M NCsoft Jun. 2017

Lineage II Revolution Netmarble Dec. 2016

Black Desert Pearl Abyss Feb. 2018

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Puzzle & Dragons GungHo Online Ent. Sept. 2012

South Korea Top Games

Japan Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from 
paid downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined
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Q1’18 NEWS – MOBILE 
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• To further its momentum in China, which already accounts for 16% of its global audience, Ubisoft 
partnered with Tencent to launch a number of Ketchapp mobile games on Tencent’s WeChat Mini-
Game social media app (January) 

• Flurry Analytics released new findings on 2017 mobile gaming trends, including a slight decline in 
iOS market share due to the delayed release of the iPhone X, greater usage of bigger smartphones 
running AR applications, and a decline in the number of mobile gaming sessions. The gaming 
sessions decline was offset by an increase in user spending and session length. (January)

• Nintendo announced that it would shutdown its first mobile game, Miitomo, in early May 2018 
(January)

• GameMine, a mobile gaming subscription service that partners with Middle East mobile carriers, 
announced that it was profitable, with a projection of over $20 million in profits before the end of 
2018 (January)

• Unspecified sources claimed that Apple would be delaying new software features like ARKit for iOS 
in 2018 to focus on security and stability issues. This news came in the wake of consumer 
backlash over iOS software updates that slowed older iPhone models. (January)
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Q1’18 NEWS – MOBILE (CONT’D)
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• Mattel partnered with NetEase to launch Mattel163, a new development studio for gaming and 
education. The new studio’s first game will be a mobile title based on the card game Uno. (January)

• Warner Bros. partnered with Fallout Shelter developer Behaviour Interactive, to release a mobile 
game based on the HBO series Westworld (February)

• IDC reported smartphone shipments declined 6.3% y/y to 403.5 million units in Q4 2017, with Apple 
surpassing all other smartphone vendors with 19.2% market share (February)

• Tencent released the Early Access version of the mobile SKU of PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds
in China (February)

• Supercell reported its 2017 full year earnings, with revenue down 3% y/y to $2.03 billion and pre-tax 
earnings down 21% y/y to $810 million. The CEO noted that the mobile publisher did not have any 
global launches in 2017, but 2018 will include the launch of Brawl Stars. (February)

• Google launched its mobile AR platform for Android, ARCore, for several high-end smartphones. 
Google also announced plans to distribute AR apps through Huawei and Xiaomi's Android app 
stores in China. (February)
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Q1’18 NEWS – MOBILE (CONT’D)
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• FCC Chairman Ajit Pai announced preliminary plans to auction 5G wireless spectrum to mobile 
service providers in the US beginning in the fall. This plan will depend on whether Congress
changes some auction-related financial policies in the interim. (February)

• Tencent announced plans to introduce contracts between children and parents for Honor of Kings, 
which will allow children to earn more playtime in exchange for doing chores or getting good grades. 
This announcement came in response to criticism from the Chinese government that the mobile 
game was too addictive for kids. (March)

• Tencent expanded its launch of PUBG Mobile to most major Western markets (March)
• Google unveiled Google Instant Play, allowing for users to try out mobile games without installation. 

The purpose of this move was to alleviate download friction points and mitigate user churn. (March)



DIGITAL PC
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Source: IDG Analysis
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* Digital PC games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – DIGITAL PC
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• IDG has retroactively raised some historical figures to accommodate new insight 
proffered from our data mining solutions of the Steam marketplace:
 2017’s Worldwide Digital PC revenue estimates were raised from $38.4 billion to $40.1 billion

• MOBA and Casual games are on the decline in the face of growth seen from the FPS 
and Other genres (which currently includes battle royale titles)
 In future reports, IDG is considering redefining the FPS genre to Shooter and moving Battle 

Royale titles like PUBG and Fortnite out of the Other genre and into Shooter
 Our sense is that Battle Royale has emerged as a great innovation within the Shooter genre, 

rather than having formed a new genre class
• Territory market shares are fairly static year-over-year

 Asia is expected to hold 47% market share of the WW Digital PC market in 2018, followed by 
Europe with 22% share, the US with 19% share, and RoW with 12% share

• The overall Digital PC market is estimated to grow 8% y/y to reach $43.4 billion in 2018 
and grow at a 5-year CAGR of 4% to reach $49.7 billion by 2022
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DIGITAL PC INSIGHTS – STEAM’S PRIVACY SHIFT
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• In April 2018, Steam delivered a gut punch to the PC gaming market when it updated its 
privacy settings, making users’ game libraries private by default and requiring users to opt-
in in order to publicly share what games they own
 The founder of Steam Spy has posited that the change was not caused by Valve’s desire to be 

compliant with the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), as the change does not 
make Steam compliant with all aspects of GDPR

 Instead, it’s possible this move may have been related to the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica 
scandal

 The public skewering of founder Mark Zuckerberg during his Senate testimony for the company’s 
failure to protect its users’ privacy occurred just a day before Valve initiated the change

• As a result of this major change, whether intended by Valve or not, data mining solutions 
like Steam Spy are no longer able to glean valuable insights into the state of the 
marketplace at the same level of accuracy as seen in the past
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DIGITAL PC INSIGHTS – STEAM’S PRIVACY SHIFT (CONT’D)
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• While the most high-profile business impacted by this change is Steam Spy, the fact is that every major 
company with a significant stake in the PC gaming business likely had their own internal versions of 
Steam Spy crawling Steam’s open API for data, and these have all now been materially hampered by 
the change
 Steam Spy and its ilk are finding ways to work around the new privacy settings, but insight into the PC gaming 

market has been significantly diminished as a result of this change
 Steam’s previously open API provided invaluable and necessary insight into the market—insight that has 

undoubtedly helped expand and flesh out the indie, mid-tier, and niche sectors of the PC gaming market around 
the globe

 This policy change disproportionately impacts indie developers, who often relied upon Steam Spy and related 
services to gain a better understanding of Steam trends and best practices, and have even leveraged the data 
to gain funding for projects

• While Steam’s move to better protect its users’ privacy is laudable, its status as a private company that 
is in many ways a black box can complicate industry dynamics, since private companies can obfuscate 
transparency that is critical for the market

• As analysts in this space, IDG believes that the PC gaming industry needs more transparency and data 
points to work with, rather than fewer, and will continue to push for these values behind the scenes
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IDG performed an analysis of the top 5 Steam 
tags in the US, Russia, Germany and China*:
• Multiplayer and Co-op were the top 2 tags for all 

4 countries, but the percentage of users playing 
games with these tags have all seen declines 
versus the prior year

• Strategy and Adventure were also top 5 tags in 
each of the 4 countries, but with varying 
rankings 

• Among these 4 countries, the Chinese audience 
shows the greatest uniformity in player 
preferences, indicated by the high percentage 
figures, while the US audience showed the 
greatest variance in player preferences

*US, Russia and Germany are Steam’s 3 largest countries by active 
user base, and China is one of Steam’s fastest-growing countries by 
active user base
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• Based on a sampling of 15 popular Steam Tags*, IDG found the following trends:
 Difficult, First-Person, and Co-op saw significant declines over the past 2 years in all 4 countries
 Early Access and Adventure saw significant increases over the past 2 years in all 4 countries
 FPS and Strategy seem to be more “evergreen” tags that have had consistently high level of popularity in all 

four countries for the past 2 years
• Among the 4 countries, it should come as no surprise that China’s growing Steam audience has had 

the largest standard deviation in changes in tag popularity over the past 2 years
 The US, Russia and Germany had standard deviation values in the 12-14% range, while China’s was 42%
 Some of the biggest changes seen were:

▲ Early Access – up from 1% in Q1’16 to 62% in Q1’18, thanks to PUBG
▲ RPG – down from 71% in Q1’16 to 17% in Q1’18, indicating that Steam has broadened the horizon for many Chinese 

gamers beyond their role-playing staples

• In addition, according to Steam Spy’s Sergey Galyonkin:
 Dinosaurs, Conspiracy, Trading, Robots and Post-apocalyptic were the biggest growing Steam tags in the past 

5 years
 Team-based, PvE, Psychological, Heist and Military saw the largest declines in the past 5 years

*15 Steam tags samples: Multiplayer, Co-op, Singleplayer, Adventure, Strategy, Shooter, FPS, Open World, First-Person, Simulation, RPG, Early Access, Free to Play, Difficult and Fantasy
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• Amazon continues to add new pieces onto the proverbial gaming chess board
• Leveraging several critical consumer and enterprise touch points, Amazon is improving the gaming-

centric value proposition in the following ways:
 Offering free indie games to Twitch Prime subscribers
 Internally improving the company’s PC launcher, which could have the potential to compete against Steam 

down the road
 More than 90% of the world’s largest game companies use AWS to power their cloud infrastructure, and 

channel checks indicate that this market penetration is growing substantially over time
 GameSparks, GameLift, and a variety of other integrated services are helping game developers with outsourced 

solutions across the developer tech stack
 Amazon’s GameOn initiative provides developers with the ability to offer real world prizes in games

• At the same time, Amazon Game Studios (AGS) has yet to create a rock solid hit, despite several 
studios working hard on a pipeline of compelling content
 Breakaway failed to resonate with consumers and has been shelved
 While each upcoming AGS game will likely have strong integration with AWS, Amazon Lumberyard, and Twitch, 

product-market fit will trump these other factors
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• Hindsight bias is the proclivity, after an event has occurred, to see the event as having been 
predictable or inevitable, despite there having been little or no objective basis for predicting it in the first 
place

• This phenomenon can perfectly describe the status of Steam in 2011, when a number of upstarts 
thought that they could take material market share away from Steam as a viable digital distribution 
platform (when in fact none of the went on to become true direct competitors). These companies 
included:
 GameStop, who bought a top Steam competitor named Impulse in 2011
 GameFly, who bought a top Steam competitor named Direct2Drive in 2011
 Electronic Arts, who rolled out EA Origin in 2011

• The market can now see that assuming Steam could be easily competed with was a fallacy, and over 
the past 7 years, Steam has continued to gain market share unabated, despite the efforts of many 
competitors beyond just the three mentioned above. In Steam’s wake, two of the three competitors 
(Impulse and Direct2Drive) are no longer as viable.

• At the same time, EA has persisted in its pursuit of creating a viable digital distribution service, which 
has served as a home for both in-house and 3rd party publisher content
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• Despite Steam’s continued dominance in the PC digital distribution segment, EA has 
continued to expand upon its existing Origin infrastructure to add new features, distribution 
channels, and business models, with a primary focus on subscription-based services
 EA started this trend in 2011, with its Season Ticket program for EA Sports franchises, providing 

players with discounts on microtransactions and DLC and early access to new game releases
 2014 marked the launch of EA Access, a subscription-based program exclusive to the Xbox One
 In 2016, EA extended this Access service to the PC with Origin Access, which was initially priced 

at $60 per year but has been reduced to $30 per year or $5 per month
• In March 2018, WBIE was the first major EA competitor to add some of its own titles onto 

the Origin Access platform
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• Although EA has yet to gain meaningful market share at Steam’s expense, it is clear that 
EA views this subscription-oriented ecosystem as a strategic pillar

• Why has EA continued to invest in this direction, despite its inability to steal material share 
from Steam/Valve? In IDG’s view, the objectives are less about market share growth at 
Steam’s expense, and more about an internally-driven strategy with the following value 
proposition:
 Though the service has not been a major game changer, the company is likely trying to future-

proof itself in case the overall games business model shifts towards subscriptions
 Not only are subscriptions a great business model from a financial and cash flow standpoint, but 

the lifetime value of these payers is generally much higher, with uncapped monetization
 Moreover, this business model direction can serve as a hedge against any cannibalization at retail 

with boxed product business models
 The Origin platform can also serve as a home base for EA’s players across all of the publisher’s 

portfolio IPs. In that respect, by leveraging a unifying home base (in Origin) for all of its players, EA 
is also able to harness the power from a treasure trove of player data that can inform EA’s ability to 
merchandise, engage, retain and monetize its user base more effectively in the future.
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Title Publisher Price
PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds PUBG Corp $29.99
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive Valve $14.99

Dota 2 Valve Free-to-Play
Grand Theft Auto V Rockstar Games $59.99

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six Siege Ubisoft $59.99
Team Fortress 2 Valve Free-to-Play

H1Z1: King of the Kill Daybreak Game Company $19.99
Rocket League Psyonix $19.99

Garry's Mod Valve $9.99
Paladins Hi-Rez Studios Free-to-Play

Source: IDG’s estimates, based on MAUs. Prices are in estimates of SRP during the quarter, not actual ARP.
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• Hi-Rez Studios added a Battle Royale mode to their free-to-play shooter Paladins, in an effort to 
ward off strong pressure from PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds on PC (January)

• Amazon announced a partnership with Acer, ASUS, HP, and Lenovo to bring the company's Alexa 
digital voice assistant to new Windows 10 PCs. This partnership came on the heels of Amazon’s 
partnership with Microsoft, to allow each other's voice assistants on each other's platforms. 
(January)

• Nvidia licensed out its Shield TV platform to Acer, ASUS, and HP for the creation of Big Format 
Gaming Displays, which are essentially big screen TVs that PC gamers can stream their titles to at 
very low latency (January)

• inExile Entertainment founder Brian Fargo established Robot Cache, an upcoming digital PC 
marketplace that will allow users to buy new games and sell used titles using blockchain 
cryptocurrency. The platform’s economics are favorable to developers, who will receive 95% of 
revenue from new game sales and 70% from used game sales. (January)

• A January Steam hardware and software survey showed that 47% of SteamVR users owned the 
Oculus Rift, surpassing the HTC Vive with 45% ownership, while Microsoft's mixed reality 
platform remained at 5% 
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• Blizzard began working on a patch for its PC game launcher, after discovering a major security flaw 
which affected millions of PCs with the launcher installed (February)

• Similar to Twitch, Microsoft’s Mixer livestreaming service unveiled new Direct Purchase options for 
Xbox and Windows 10 full game downloads and DLC content (February)

• French startup Blade launched its Shadow PC game streaming platform in California, with pricing as 
low as $35 a month. Direct competitors to Blade include LiquidSky and Nvidia's GeForce Now.  
(February)

• As some publishers are becoming more transparent about loot box monetization due to the 
controversy surrounding the topic, Riot Games decided to disclose loot box odds and the rules for 
item generation in PC title League of Legends (February)

• Indie publisher Kongregate announced plans to launch a digital PC client called Kartridge this 
summer, aiming to compete with Steam. Kartridge would differentiate itself by not charging 
developers an upload fee, offering editorial curation, and support for various pricing models like 
premium, free-to-play, pay-what-you-want, and ad-supported. (March)
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• Daybreak Game Company decided to shift its Battle Royale PC title, H1Z1, from a premium-priced 
game to a free-to-play game. This decision was made in response to the drastic decline of the 
game's playerbase following the growth of PUBG and Fortnite. (March)

• NetEase announced that it would bring its mobile Battle Royale title Knives Out to PC, targeting 
players with lower end hardware (March)

• Facebook rolled out a development SDK for PC games that will incorporate livestreaming
functionality to Facebook (March)

• Microsoft announced a partnership with Nvidia to offer real-time raytracing for PC games, a 
DirectX 12 tool that will offer realistic lighting effects to developers (March)



DIGITAL CONSOLE
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* Digital Console games as percentage of worldwide digital game revenues
** Based on 2017 worldwide revenue estimates
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• After re-evaluating its relevancy to this segment, IDG will no longer track Advertising for Digital Console
 This change is intended to grant IDG better focus on the more prominent monetization schemes: Full Game 

Downloads, DLC/Virtual Goods, and Subscriptions
• IDG has made some retroactive changes to our 2017 estimates in light of direct feedback from retail 

partners, greater insight on digital-only titles, and improved clarity from platform holder earning reports:
 Overall estimates for eShop were downwardly revised due to previous overestimation of Nintendo’s Q4 2017
 Game Download revenues have been raised considerably on XBL and PSN in Western markets, but on PSN 

these retroactive raises were offset by equivalent declines in DLC/Virtual Goods revenue
 PSN’s subscription revenue was downwardly revised for 2017 thanks to greater clarity seen in Sony’s latest 

earnings, but it has been raised in outer years to reflect continued growth for PS Plus
• Looking forward, subscription revenue from Xbox Live has been raised in the near-term to reflect day-

and-date releases of Microsoft first-party titles on Xbox Game Pass
 IDG has yet to adjust Game Download revenue as it is still too early to see what the impact of the service will be

• Overall, IDG estimates the Worldwide Digital Console market to have reached $13 billion in revenue in 
2017 and is now expected to grow at a 5-year CAGR of 12% to reach $23 billion in 2022
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• Sea of Thieves is one of the most interesting case studies in gaming’s recent history, 
because 1) it had been in development for a long time, 2) it was a key 1st party tent-pole 
for Xbox at a time when 1st party releases have been more scant in recent years, and 3) 
it was made available at launch on Xbox’s nascent Game Pass subscription service, 
launching day-and-date via the service
 At launch, Microsoft announced that the game reached two million players, without breaking out 

how many players were purchasers versus subscribers
• Even without Game Pass, however, Microsoft also disclosed that Sea of Thieves was the 

“fastest-selling first-party new Xbox IP since the Xbox One launched.” In the US, the 
game was the second-highest seller in the month of March (its launch month) at retail, 
although the overall number was modest in comparison to the overall number of players 
of the game. 
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• Despite the promising initial read on the game’s launch, there are several issues that the 
game has faced in recent weeks
 One of the major critiques from players of the game is that the game lacks meaningful 

progression and enough content to stay engaged long-term
▲ These frustrations have been compounded by the secretive live ops roadmap for the game, where the 

community has yet to be given visibility beyond a few months out
 Moreover, the game’s intrinsic ties to Xbox Game Pass have skewed consumption patterns, as 

many of the initial players were brought into the fold through a two-week free trial of Game Pass
▲ IDG channel checks indicate that as much as half of the initial player base left the game once this free 

trial subscription period ended, but it is likely fair to say many of these free trial subscribers wouldn’t 
have purchased the game in the first place

• While the game itself is a fun and unique multiplayer experience, the lack of deeper 
content, the lack of a longer-term roadmap, and lower-priced Xbox Game Pass options 
may have colluded together to hurt Sea of Thieves’ full-game sales potential
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• While many industry observers have commented on the mix shift from single-player to 
multiplayer games in recent years, a related and equally important shift has been the 
transition from linear mechanics to Open World gameplay

• IDG notes that AAA games moving in this direction are not necessarily going “all-in” on 
Open World, but are indeed leveraging Open World elements to expand beyond more 
traditional linear gameplay

• A resonant example of this trend is April 2018’s runaway hit, God of War
 Prior iterations of the God of War franchise were linear-driven, while the most recent iteration 

has a more prominent Open World feel, encouraging exploration
 But instead of going with a full Open World game, Sony designed a hybrid, “wide linear” 

approach, which has exploratory elements but still confined to limited space
▲ This approach stems from Game Director Cory Balrog’s sense that the grind associated with open world 

games can often feel like “homework” to a player, and could lead to player fatigue of the genre 
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• Overall, Open World gameplay seems to be taking precedence over linear mechanics in 
major AAA games

• Besides the fact that many Open World games tend to rate higher on Metacritic for 
quality, there is also a business imperative driving these decisions

• Through Open World-type gameplay, major publishers can keep players engaged for 
longer periods of time. These players are more incentivized to spend money on DLC and 
MTX (GaaS) than players of games in linear environments. Even at launch, IDG is 
noticing that games with Open World elements also overindex on digital software share 
in many cases.
 Far Cry 5 saw over 50% share in digital distribution (including Digital PC) in week one sales
 Other AAA publishers seem to be pushing Open World more assertively over linear as well. 

Recent examples include:
▲ Assassin’s Creed Origins, Far Cry 5, Horizon Zero Dawn, Zelda: Breath of the Wild, Shadow of War, 

Super Mario Odyssey, and Take-Two/Rockstar’s upcoming Red Dead Redemption 2
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• Loot box practices have been under a dual-pronged attack, led by regulatory and 
consumer backlash
 The Netherlands and Belgium have both declared that loot boxes violate gambling laws and are 

pushing for stricter regulation, while threatening legal action against companies who employ loot 
boxes in their games under Benelux jurisdiction

 Chinese regulatory agencies have already pushed game companies to disclose more 
transparent information around loot boxes, including the odds of earning certain items

• These conditions have led to retrenchment away from the practice in recent months
 In March 2018, EA decided to drop all paid loot boxes from Star Wars Battlefront II after 

continued criticism dating all the way back to the beta period of the game, citing predatory 
consumer practices and hurting game balance by giving competitive advantages to MTX payers

 In April 2018, WBIE removed loot boxes from Middle-earth: Shadow of War, evincing a broader 
tactical direction away from loot boxes amongst industry leaders
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• Despite these retrenchments, IDG believes that the following steps must be taken in 
order to shore up goodwill with consumers and regulators alike:
 Self-regulate: Industry trade associations, publishers, and other stakeholders must work in a 

coordinated fashion to self-regulate before federal, state and local authorities do so instead
 Increased transparency: as IDG has stated in past reports, improved transparency around the 

likelihood of earning specific items, can help to alleviate the social stigma around gambling that 
has been tied to this mechanic. Some industry leaders such as Riot and PUBG Corp are already 
following this practice.

• At the same time, all of these steps are easier said than done. There are still open 
questions regarding this issue:
 How will self-regulation take hold? Who will have ultimate responsibility on compliance and 

enforcement?
 How should loot boxes technically be defined, from a legal standpoint? 
 What is the responsibility of the app and game storefronts, such as Valve, Apple, Google, 

Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo, in helping to regulate loot boxes?
 Should there be a rating system for loot boxes?
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• While the loot box issue will not resolve itself anytime soon, IDG believes that the 
industry will find new and innovative ways to leverage the mechanics surrounding 
collectability and randomization

• As the loot box movement faces adversity, IDG is optimistic that the industry will 
internalize consumer and regulatory feedback and come out stronger on the other side

• However, in a worst case scenario, the removal of loot box mechanics would indeed 
have a severe near-term impact on practitioners of this mechanic
 This possibility is not currently factored into IDG’s forecasts, but the monetization scheme will 

remain a key industry topic that IDG will monitor in the quarters to come
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• As indie developers receive less shelf space opportunities at retail, online storefronts have become even more 
important to indies as the primary (or, in some cases, sole) distribution channel for sales success
 Interestingly, each of the digital console platform holders – Nintendo, Sony, and Microsoft – are deploying unique and 

differentiated strategies in catering to indie developers
• Nintendo has made giant strides for indies since the Switch launched about a year ago

 While Nintendo has historically underperformed with 3rd party publishers at retail, the company has offset this trend on eShop
with a vibrant indie ecosystem

• Led by Damon Baker, Nintendo’s Senior Manager for Publisher and Developer Relations, Nintendo has improved 
in the following areas, with respect to indies:
 Lowering barriers to publish on eShop
 Simplifying the submission process
 Improving the eShop interface for better discoverability and curation – news channel tweaks, Games On Sale, Best-Sellers List
 Increased middleware support
 Region-free availability, to broaden the user base and improve indie viability
 Applying a more collaborative, feedback iterative, partnership-based approach to working with indies
 Highlight indie content through Nindie livestream showcases
 Improve “off device” efforts, including social media, website, and expos

• As a result of Nintendo’s efforts, digital 3rd party unit sales surpassed packaged goods in North America for the first 
time ever
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• One of Sony’s major indie initiatives has been to help indies push into new business areas
 For example, Sony is supporting game developers in China through the China Hero Project, which dovetails 

with the Chinese government’s preference for local developers on any platforms operating in China
 The company has also tried to steer some indies towards PSVR development, to buttress the still-growing 

portfolio for that platform
• At the same time, one of Sony’s high-class problems is that much of the commercial success on 

PSN in recent years has revolved around the increasing traction of higher-end AAA content
 While this has been a boon for Sony as a platform holder, it has often complicated the dynamics for indies
 Sony makes more money on higher-priced AAA games that are sold digitally, along with the subsequent post-

launch MTX and DLC emanating from those titles, versus indie titles that are often sold at lower price points
 With these business dynamics at play, some indie developers have indicated that Sony should redouble its 

efforts in providing better curation, co-marketing and discoverability for indies on the PSN storefront
• IDG believes that there is enough digital “shelf space” for AAA games and indie games to healthily 

coexist, although it is indeed a difficult balancing act for the platform holder
• One key area of potential growth for indies on PSN, could be in the console F2P segment. New 

successes such as Fortnite might indicate a growing consumer acceptance for F2P content on 
console, above and beyond prior norms.
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• Microsoft appears to have the most open approach to indies with its ID@Xbox program
 The indie portfolio on Xbox Live is growing rapidly, as the company has on-boarded roughly 300 

indie titles in the past year alone
 Earlier this year, it was disclosed that the ID@Xbox program had passed $1 billion in revenue in 

just five years, and has launched almost 800 games from almost 500 studios worldwide
• One of Xbox’s best practices has been providing solid tools for content creators, along 

with improved metrics dashboards and analytics to help indies optimize their businesses 
on the platform
 Moreover, Xbox has been extremely active in giving indies better brand awareness through 

social media, including sharing new content announcements and teasers on Twitter and other 
channels to champion “hidden gems”

• Besides these collaborative initiatives to improve indie developers’ prospects, it is 
possible that Microsoft could provide more robust support to indies through its game 
developer technology stack in the years to come
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• The continued breakout success of Fortnite has emerged as a potential concern for 
industry publisher incumbents, since this game has created competitive headwinds to 
other major titles vying for the same audience including:
 Cannibalization of player engagement from key titles in major genres like Shooter and Action
 Potential price erosion for $60 premium games and associated DLC content against free-to-play 

competitors
• The fact that Fortnite is one of the first major breakout hits on console as a truly F2P 

game could spell growth for this business model on PSN and Xbox Live
• While IDG believes that AAA games will continue to rely on premium models, this is a 

trend worth monitoring since it could pose a risk factor to the value of console games
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• Battle Royale gameplay has been further validated on console by reports that Activision’s 
next Call of Duty game, Black Ops 4, may include a Battle Royale mode of its own, with 
IDG channel checks indicating that other major publishers may just as well follow suit
 IDG believes that Battle Royale will increasingly become a prerequisite gameplay mode within 

existing and upcoming AAA franchises. However, it is difficult to tell if it will become a long-term 
dominant gameplay style or if it is more of a short-term trend.

• Fortnite itself could persist as a franchise with staying power, as it has seen impressive 
levels of player engagement and has become a cultural phenomenon with content 
creators on Twitch and YouTube

• There are increasing rumors that Tencent is considering increasing its ownership stake in 
Epic – the publisher of Fortnite – from 40% to a majority stake
 Should this come to pass, Epic will certainly have the resources to further double down with this 

gameplay style and solidify Fortnite as a tent-pole franchise
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Rank 3DS eShop Games Publisher SRP (USD)

1 Pokémon Silver Nintendo $9.99 
2 Pokémon Gold Nintendo $9.99 
3 Super Mario Bros. 3 Nintendo $4.99
4 Pokémon Yellow Nintendo $9.99
5 Pokémon Crystal Nintendo $9.99
6 Super Mario World Nintendo $7.99 
7 Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D Nintendo $19.99
8 Pokémon Ultra Sun Nintendo $39.99 
9 Pokémon Red Nintendo $9.99
10 Mario Kart 7 Nintendo $29.99

Rank Switch eShop Games Publisher SRP (USD)

1 Stardew Valley Chucklefish $14.99 
2 Rocket League Psyonix $19.99
3 Arcade Archives Vs. Super Mario Bros. Hamster, Co. $7.99
4 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe Nintendo $59.99
5 Minecraft: Nintendo Switch Edition Mojang $29.99
6 Overcooked: Special Edition Team17 $19.99 
7 Super Mario Odyssey Nintendo $59.99
8 Celeste Matt Makes Games Iinc. $19.99
9 Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild Nintendo $59.99

10 Splatoon 2 Nintendo $59.99 

Source for eShop top titles: Nintendo Everything (US)
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Source for PSN top titles: PlayStation Blog (US)

Rank PlayStation 4 Games Publisher SRP (USD)
1 Monster Hunter: World Activision-Blizzard $59.99 
2 Dragon Ball FighterZ Bandai Namco $59.99 
3 EA Sports UFC 3 Electronic Arts $59.99 
4 Madden NFL 18 Electronic Arts $59.99 
5 NBA Live 18: The One Edition Electronic Arts $29.99

Rank PlayStation VR Games Publisher SRP (USD)
1 Job Simulator Owlchemy Labs $19.99
2 SUPERHOT VR SUPERHOT Sp.z.o.o. $24.99
3 PlayStation VR Worlds Sony Interactive Entertainment $19.99
4 Moss Polyarc $29.99
5 DRIVECLUB VR Sony Interactive Entertainment $14.99

Rank PlayStation F2P Games Publisher
1 Fortnite Battle Royale Epic Games
2 Brawlhalla Blue Mammoth Games
3 Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 Lite Konami Digital Entertainment
4 Paladins Hi-Rez Studios
5 Warframe Digital Extremes
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• Nintendo decided to delay production of 64GB Switch cartridges until 2019, as the 
physical format has struggled with higher Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) than Blu-ray discs 
as well as limited storage capacity for larger file-sized games (January)

• Eurogamer reported from unspecified sources that Microsoft might potentially resurrect 
the Fable franchise for Xbox and PC with Playground, the developer of the Forza 
Horizon series. This comes at a time when the company is looking to bolster its first-party 
portfolio. (January)

• Nintendo announced Nintendo Labo, a new set of cardboard peripherals that users 
construct and connect with Joy-Cons to play Switch software, in an apparent move to 
double-down on the unique capabilities of the Joy-Con controllers and target the 
children's market. The product was released on April 20th, with kit prices varying from 
$70 to $80.  (January)

• Sony filed a patent for a new controller, which could be a replacement for the 
PlayStation Move controller within the PSVR ecosystem (January)
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• GDC released a State of the Industry survey based on responses from 4,000 
developers (January)
 The survey revealed that 12% of developers were developing games for Switch, up from 3% 

last year
 Among respondents who launched a game on Switch, 76% said that their titles performed on 

par or better than average versus other platforms
 With regard to loot boxes, 11% of respondents were planning to support loot boxes despite 

recent consumer backlash
• Nintendo announced that its paid online multiplayer service for Switch would launch 

in September of this year, with a 3-tiered pricing scheme of $3.99/month, $7.99/three 
months, and $19.99/year (February)

• Apple filed a new trademark application, designed to expand Apple TV's usage as a 
video game console. The company first began introducing games to the platform in 2015. 
(February)

• It was announced that PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds had surpassed 5 million 
players on Xbox One (March)
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• Sony announced that it would end free PS3 and PS Vita game offerings for PlayStation Plus 
subscribers as of March 2019, as the company increases its laser focus on the PS4 (March)

• Sony enacted a major organizational reshuffle of management within PlayStation (March)
 Jim Ryan was tasked to oversee all sales and marketing across all major territories
 Phil Rosenberg rose to head of global publisher and developer relations
 Shawn Layden was charged with leading Worldwide Studios projects
 Hideaki Nishino rose to head of platform planning and management
 From a territory management standpoint, Ryan will continue to supervise Europe, while John Kodera will 

oversee the Americas and Japan/Asia, with additional support from SIEJA President Atsushi Morita for 
Japan/Asia

• Epic Games announced that it would bring Fortnite to mobile platforms, with cross-platform play 
capabilities with console and PC, though Xbox One and PS4 players will not be able to play with 
each other (March)

• Nintendo reported that the Switch installed base reached 17.8 million units as of March 31st. 
Sources also claimed that the company would not launch a new version of the console this year, with 
a bigger focus on new network features and peripheral offerings. (April)
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Jan 2018 Apple acquired Buddybuild, a Canadian company that operates a platform for 
mobile development solutions for an undisclosed amount.

Jan 2018 Unnamed Chinese 
manufacturing group

After declaring bankruptcy a year ago, Mad Catz was acquired by one of its 
manufacturers in China and relaunched with new products at CES 2018.

Jan 2018
Chushou, a Chinese livestreaming site, raised a round of Series D funding 
with participation from Google, Qiming Venture Partners and Shunwei Capital, 
among others.

Jan 2018
AsusTek Computer Inc invested $16 million in the establishment of its first 
esports team, Rogue Warriors, which will compete in Tencent’s League of 
Legends Pro League.

Jan 2018 Saber Interactive, a US-based games publisher, acquired Glu Mobile’s 
Moscow studio for $2.8 million.

Jan 2018 Rebellion, UK-based developer of Sniper Elite, acquired fellow UK studio 
Radiant Worlds after the latter ran into financial trouble and nearly went under.

Jan 2018 Nazara Technologies, an India-based mobile games publisher, acquired a 
majority stake in local studio Nextwave Multimedia for an undisclosed amount.
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Jan 2018 G:loot, a Swedish esports company, raised $12 million to expand its 
operations, with Swedbank Robur the lead investor.

Jan 2018 Las Vegas-based esports team Rogue was acquired by ReKTGlobal, a US-
based esports agency and production services company.

Jan 2018
FoxNext Games, the games division of Fox, acquired Cold Iron Studios, which 
includes veterans of numerous AAA console games, with plans to have the 
studio develop a new shooter based on the Alien franchise.

Jan 2018 Mail.ru acquired Esforce, the largest esports company in Eastern Europe, for 
$100 million.

Jan 2018 Epic Games acquired Cloudgine, developer of They Came From Space, for 
the latter’s cloud computing tech.

Jan 2018
Wargaming and VRTech, a VR-oriented venture fund, have partnered to 
create Neurogaming, which will focus on developing location-based VR tech 
that will be utilized in World of Tanks VR.

Jan 2018 Nazara Technologies acquired a 55% stake in Nodwin Gaming, an India-
based esports company.
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Jan 2018 Microsoft acquired PlayFab, a backend service provider for live ops games 
that Microsoft plans to integrate into its Azure cloud computing platform.

Feb 2018 Pokémon GO developer Niantic Labs acquired Escher Reality, an AR and 
computer vision startup.

Feb 2018 Jordanian mobile publisher Tamatem raised $2.5 billion in Series A funding led 
by Wamda Capital to localize titles for the Middle East market.

Feb 2018 Gamevil and Com2us merged their US operations following Gamevil’s
acquisition of Com2us back in 2013.

Feb 2018 Animoca Brands acquired Tribeflame, a Finland-based mobile games 
developer, for €350K.

Feb 2018 Tencent acquired an undisclosed stake in former China games market leader, 
Shanda Games.

Feb 2018 ESL acquired a minority stake in Nazara Technologies and secured a license 
agreement with the latter’s recent acquisition, Nodwin Gaming.
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Feb 2018
Sports Direct, a  leading sporting goods retailer in the UK, acquired a 50% 
stake in Belong, GAME’s in-store section dedicated to esports, for £3.2M, and 
plans to open Belong arenas within Sports Direct stores as well.

Feb 2018 THQ Nordic acquired Koch Media for €121M. Koch Media will continue to 
operate as a separate entity, with no restructuring planned.

Feb 2018
Kakao Games raised $132 million in funding, with participants including 
Netmarble, Bluehole Studios, and subsidiaries of Tencent, with plans to 
expand globally.

Feb 2018 Small Giant Games, developer of Empires and Puzzles, raised funding of $41 
million led by EQT Ventures.

Feb 2018 Epic Games partnered with Mail.ru Games Ventures to fund indie developers 
and provide analytic and marketing support.

Feb 2018
Vision Esports, an esports investment company, raised $38 million in funding 
led by Evolution Media with participation from a number of professional 
athletes including Kevin Durant.

Feb 2018 Ubisoft acquired 1492 Studio, the mobile developer behind the episodic 
interactive romance series, Is It Love?
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Mar 2018 Ubisoft acquired Blue Mammoth Games, the developer behind the free-to-play 
fighting game, Brawlhalla

Mar 2018
Amazon acquired GameSparks, a game infrastructure and live ops company 
for mobile, console and PC games that competes directly with Microsoft’s 
recently acquired PlayFab

Mar 2018
AR startup Magic Leap raised another round of funding, this one valued at 
$461 million led by The Public Investment Fund. The company’s total funding 
has now reached $2.3 billion.

Mar 2018
PUBG Corp acquired MadGlory, a company that makes custom tools for 
community developers, with the goal of making custom APIs, matchmaking 
engines and esports for PUBG

Mar 2018
Tencent invested $632 million in Douyu, a leading livestreaming platform in 
China, and also led a round of funding for rival streaming platform Huya that 
was valued at $462 million

Mar 2018
Jack Tretton (former President and 
CEO of SCEA) and Doug Kennedy 

(CEO of Studio Wildcard)

Former Sony executive Jack Tretton and Studio Wildcard CEO Doug Kennedy 
launched Interactive Gaming Ventures, an investment fund for indie games

Mar 2018 Snap acquired VR and browser game company PlayCanvas, as the former 
has been ramping up its games offering on Snapchat
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Rest of World $6.3B $4.7B $1.6B
Asia $35.2B $18.7B $0.4B
Europe $5.8B $8.5B $4.7B
United States $11.3B $8.1B $6.3B
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TOTAL $127.9B $18.2B $6.9B $11.8B
Rest of World $19.4B $3.7B $1.0B $2.6B
Asia $64.8B $2.1B $2.0B $5.8B
Europe $20.7B $6.6B $1.9B $1.3B
United States $23.0B $5.8B $2.1B $2.0B

2022E Revenue by Territory & Monetization Scheme
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $6,335 M $107 M $837 M $96 M

Android $4,672 M $59 M $670 M $50 M

Digital PC $5,373 M $2,302 M $335 M $360 M $8,370 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $1,746 M $995 M - $816 M

Sony PlayStation Network $1,716 M $1,023 M - $856 M

Nintendo eShop $92 M $188 M - $9 M

Total $19,935 M $4,674 M $1,842 M $2,186 M $28,636 M

Digital Console $7,441 MUn
ite

d 
St

at
es

$12,825 M
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $2,551 M $73 M $312 M $33 M

Android $3,833 M $26 M $462 M $39 M

Digital PC $5,270 M $3,744 M $154 M $432 M $9,600 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $407 M $216 M - $292 M

Sony PlayStation Network $2,209 M $1,229 M - $1,192 M

Nintendo eShop $52 M $111 M - $3 M

Total $14,322 M $5,398 M $927 M $1,991 M $22,639 M

Digital Console $5,710 M

Eu
ro

pe

$7,328 M
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Virtual Goods Paid 
Downloads Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $19,364 M $493 M $2,359 M $247 M

Android $15,858 M $380 M $1,941 M $129 M

Digital PC $18,157 M $811 M $406 M $913 M $20,287 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $3 M $1 M - $1 M

Sony PlayStation Network $196 M $98 M - $81 M

Nintendo eShop $65 M $109 M - $4 M

Total $53,644 M $1,893 M $4,705 M $1,375 M $61,617 M

Digital Console $559 M

As
ia

$40,770 M
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